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The abstracts for the Finnish Remote Sensing Days will be available electronically through the
Internet. The following instructions provide guidelines for preparing the required electronic
format abstract. Each submission should resemble these instruction sheets in format and
style when completed.
The electronic abstract should be submitted in PDF format.
Each paper is limited to a maximum of 1 (one) single-sided page on A4 format. In order to
achieve print area of 15x23.7 cm, please adjust your word processor to all margins 3 cm, print
area width 15 cm and print area height 23.7 cm. The text shall be organized in a single column,
left and right justified. Use single spacing in the body of the text. Do not indent the first line of a
paragraph, instead, add 4-pt space between paragraphs. Use a font from the Times family (e.g.,
Times New Roman), font size 11 pt, for paper title 12 pt. Please use predefined styles; Title,
Authors, Normal, Reference etc. in MS Word.
The paper title, author(s) name(s), affiliation, complete mailing address and email should be
centered at the top of the page using the font as indicated above. If there are several authors, the
complete affiliation should be given for each of them using superscript(1) in the authors list to
refer to them.
Position figures and tables at the bottom of the page. Figure captions should be below the
figures; table captions should be above the tables. Use the abbreviation “Fig.1,” even at the
beginning of a sentence. All images must be embedded into your document. The type of
graphics you include will affect the quality and size of your electronic paper. Please do not
make text appearing in figures smaller than 10 pt.
Citations can be used. Number the citations consecutively in square brackets [1]. The sentence
punctuation follows the brackets [2]. Refer simply to the reference number, as in [2]. Give all
authors’ names; do not use “et al”. Papers that have not been published, even if they have been
submitted for publication, should be cited as "unpublished" [2]. Papers that have been accepted
for publication should be cited as “in press” [2].
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